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Preposterous Encounters: Interrupting American Studies with the
(Post)Colonial, or  Casablanca in the American Century

BRIAN T. EDWARDS

What did these devils want? Precisely why had they come? [The Americans] said that they had come
to help the people and to search for water, that there was gold underneath the sands and that they
would extract it and distribute it among the people, but what did any of that have to do with their
books or the questions they asked?

‘Abd al-Rahman Munif1

Is it rude, in company, to interrupt? Not a social
question, of  course, but a field question—namely, how
not to be properly disciplined? The same question, re-
phrased: when is critical preposterousness warranted?

This essay responds to critical impasses in the en-
counter of  American Studies and postcolonial studies:
competing assertions that the United States is from the
start postcolonial versus denials that it has ever or yet
undergone decolonization and institutional disincentives
and disciplinary impulses against comparative, multilin-
gual, and multi-sited work. Drawing its urgency from
the multiple emergencies made visible and exacerbated
by 9/11/01, especially the pedagogical and institutional
crises that follow that rupture, the essay argues for a
“preposterous encounter” of  the two critical ap-
proaches, one which productively harnesses the energies
signified by the word preposterous, a word which etymol-
ogically yokes the pre- and the post-. Such an encounter
focuses on unraveling the pernicious uses of  tempo-
ral/spatial/linguistic manipulation named by Henry
Luce’s phrase “the American century” and performed
by his 1941 essay of  the same title, a manipulation that
is the hallmark of  U.S. cultural production representing
the foreign since 1941 and the place of  U.S. cultural
production in globalization. In its first half, this essay
outlines a series of  tactics of  critical interruption of
“Americanist” work, which despite frequent attempts at
political resistance is paradigmatically bound within an
exceptionalist circle of  its own making. Insisting on the
inseparability of  the cold war and the postcolonial pe-
riod, I argue that accounts of  U.S. cultural production
since entry into WWII—which announces the U.S. rise
to global power status that marks the last six decades
and is the catalyst for the more rapid globalization of
the U.S. economy—are severely delimited by not fol-

lowing the global presence of  that cultural production
and the ways in which those texts and, in turn, “Ameri-
canness” are understood and recoded abroad. In the
essay’s second half, I discuss an exemplary and influen-
tial text—the 1942 film Casablanca—and understand the
film’s own manipulation of  time/space/language and
the silent wrenching apart of  an historically demonstra-
ble confederation of  African American and North Afri-
can during the 1930s and 40s as a performance of  the
logic of  Luce’s so-called “American century.” By sum-
moning a Moroccan archive of  critical and creative re-
sponses to Casablanca as a tactic against such a manipu-
lation, I attempt to stage the type of  “preposterous
encounter” of  American Studies and postcolonial stud-
ies discussed earlier and interrupt American(ist) under-
standing of  the film in particular and the critical im-
pulses in the study of  U.S. cultural production in
general.

Preposterous Encounters
Considerations of  the state of  postcolonial studies in

2003 can’t help but consider the relationship of  that
diverse field to the interdisciplinary field of  American
Studies.2 It’s a conversation that goes both ways. A dec-
ade after Amy Kaplan and Donald Pease’s influential
collection Cultures of  United States Imperialism made the
statement that American Studies had to return to the
question of  empire repressed at its founding, and the
editors’ own various projects and publications, it has
become less possible to avoid the consideration of  U.S.
global power within studies of  U.S. literature and cul-
tural history.3 In the postcolonial camp, eight years after
Jenny Sharpe’s much cited Diaspora essay attempted fi-
nally to settle the question “Is the United States Post-
colonial?” those who find themselves working on post-
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colonial formations and subjectivities are similarly un-
able to avoid a deeper engagement with U.S. politics and
cultural production. Sharpe’s intervention addressed
both academic fields: “I want us to define the ‘after’ to
colonialism as the neocolonial relations into which the
United States entered with decolonized nations.”4 In this
regard, an engagement with U.S. global “relations,”
broadly considered, would be crucial for postcolonialists
and would necessitate a rewriting of  the scholarly and
theoretical account of  that postcolonial cultural pro-
duction which had previously seemed to be responding
only to the experience of  European colonialism, albeit
in complex ways (e.g., India, the Maghreb, Vietnam), by
taking into consideration the expanding matrices of  po-
litical power and cultural influence within which all so-
cial and cultural production of  the past six decades op-
erates.

Such an understanding of  postcolonialism also impli-
cates twentieth-century Americanists, who by this defi-
nition would need to engage seriously the history of
European colonialism and the double-edged role of  the
U.S. in the decolonization period from at least the 1940s
in order to properly historicize and contextualize all
post-1941 cultural production by U.S. citizens and resi-
dents (whether they work in English or not), as well as
by those artists, writers, and scholars who creatively en-
gage or critique U.S. politics and cultural production
from outside the U.S. Robert Young’s recent reminder
that the transition from colonialism to postcolonial
forms of  domination is “at the heart of  the struggle for
global mastery in the Cold War” is consonant with this
claim because it rightly links the U.S.-Soviet contest with
the political struggle for and within Europe’s former
colonial holdings and the cultural formations that
emerge in the wake of  that contest.5 Among its many
ramifications, considering the cold war inseparable from
the postcolonial period encourages studies of  post-1941
U.S. culture to consider the frequent representations of
the foreign in U.S. literature and film in a different, more
nuanced light. The well-noted frequent representations
of  foreignness in 1940s and 50s culture—in everything
from science fiction films about alien invasion to Bibli-
cal epics set in the Middle East to Orientalist costume
dramas and musicals to noir’s obsession with conta-
gion—should be seen not only as reflections of  fears of
the Soviet threat, third terms of  a cold war binarism,
but also as ways of  figuring the diverse theaters in which
the cold war was played out.6 Crossing disciplinary bor-
ders we must recall that all those “third terms” have had
very real histories and were affected by very real en-
gagements and interventions by the U.S. state, which
through its own apparati (the station chiefs and diplo-
matic corps of  the State Department and the cultural
arms of  the USIA and USIS and the scholars and pro-

grams they funded) was simultaneously figuring and
judging the foreign and basing U.S. policy on those
judgments.7 The critiques and creative recodings of
American political and cultural projects that emerge
from these diverse locations—such as ‘Abd al-Rahman
Munif ’s Mudun al-Milh [Cities of  Salt] novel trilogy and
‘Abd al-Qader Laqt‘a’s film al-Hubb fi al-Dar al-Baida
[Love in Casablanca], which I discuss below—are thus
deeply linked to the American figurations of  the foreign
that are (a part of) their own context as cultural produc-
ers working in North Africa and the Middle East; they
may no longer be considered outside the terrain of
Americanist work.

Despite important interventions by Pease, Kaplan
and Sharpe, for the moment the conversation of  post-
colonial studies and American Studies is still tentative
and lacks a sustained method. There are disciplinary
root causes that have thus far limited a more serious
engagement. For American Studies, the difficulties of
escaping the exceptionalist logic and over-reliance on
the nation-form at the foundation of  the field during
the early cold war are strongly reinforced by the disincli-
nation to work in languages other than English and
contexts outside the United States.8 Such a disinclination
unwittingly forces the majority of  American Studies
scholars and students to look inward for evidence with
which to disrupt hegemonic patterns of  exclusion rather
than to “break the magic circle between text and con-
text, to hold in suspension those conditions whereby the
progressivist formulas of  American studies would—
naturally, as it were—underwrite a rhetoric of  emancipa-
tion,” as the British scholar Paul Giles puts it in his ar-
gument for a transnational, virtual approach to Ameri-
can Studies.9  For postcolonial studies, disciplined by
departments of  English (via hiring practices and the
training of  graduate students, both of  which are power-
ful tools for perpetuating an inclination within a field),
U.S. literature has been considered extraneous—or even
dangerous—to a field that has relied on its revision and
expansion of  the British canon.10

Elsewhere, on a smaller scale, a parallel situation is
evident. As French departments in the U.S. respond to
challenges to their own survival and relevance via the
institutionalization of  positions in francophone studies,
the colonial pattern is repeated, and comparative work
in Arabic and its regional dialects, Vietnamese, Wolof,
Bambara, and other languages of  sub-Saharan Africa,
etc., is rare. The institutionalization of  francophone
studies positions in U.S. French departments is of
course an ironic twist because it is the loss of  the
French language’s cachet as the global language of  di-
plomacy—a downgrading that is directly related to
France’s loss of  its colonial empire—that has hurt en-
rollments. Further, the divvying up of  much of  the non-
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European world by the already extant academic pro-
grams and departments—French gets sub-Saharan Af-
rica and the Maghreb, Vietnam and parts of  the Carib-
bean; English gets India and East and South Africa; and
American Studies (or the Americanist branch of  an
English department) gets Latina/o studies, Asian
American, and African American studies—not only re-
peats the colonial ordering of  the world, but also en-
courages us to miss by devaluing that literary production
that doesn’t fit this order. In the case of  the Maghreb,
for example, not only is literary and cultural production
in Arabic barely studied in the U.S.—considered mar-
ginal to Middle East studies programs, when they exist
at all, and disciplined out of  French departments’ inter-
est in the Maghreb—but the important body of
Maghrebi cultural production in Tamazight (Berber)
languages and increasingly in English—more startling
and theoretically and historically complex—is unknown;
we think we already know where the boundaries of  “an-
glophone African writing” end.11

Like American Studies, postcolonial studies is an area
that has been deeply concerned with questions of  the
geographic and institutional locations of  the critic and
the intellectual history of  the field’s creation and propa-
gation.12 Yet a conversation that relates the development
of  the two fields to one another has not yet been staged.
Its major scenes: the formation of  American Studies
after WWII in relation to cold war politics (fueled by
right wing money and organized by leftist faculty, a
situation which led to what Paul Giles calls “a consensus
criticism of  the consensus”); the further retrenchment
of  English departments and the dominance of  New
Critical and then deconstructive paradigms; the power-
ful unsettling of  those paradigms (by now mostly de-
tached from American Studies) by the “internal critique”
of  Edward Said’s work Orientalism.13 This is obviously a
sketch in very broad strokes, but my impulse to relate
the two subfields to each other and within cold war
cultural politics is a gesture toward unseating the disci-
plinary assumptions that have restricted both from a
more intense engagement with each other. My approach
seeks to remind us of  the question of  institutions to
which the work of  Edward Said repeatedly draws our
attention.14

The need to address the rippling effects of  9/11 on
our work in the classroom and the academic journal is
urgent. In the terms of  the trade, left-leaning American
academics tend to imagine 9/11 as the hyperbolic colli-
sion of  the disenfranchised subjects of  the new world
order with the U.S. as global and neocolonial power,
staged from the start in a postnational symbolic register
(World Trade Center as symbol of  multinational trade
versus the Pentagon as symbol of  U.S. military) and as
postmodern media spectacle. But a theoretical under-

standing of  that scenario that does not affect our
teaching and research methods leaves us poorly pre-
pared for the post-9/11 generation of  U.S. university
students. With the final shattering of  the enabling myth
that the Atlantic and Pacific oceans leave the (continen-
tal) U.S. at some special remove from global conflict, a
new generation of  American and U.S.-based students
will increasingly find themselves rejecting the return of
the cold war binarism that has emerged as the Bush ad-
ministration’s preliminary response. They will eventually
see that response as one that parodies and exaggerates
the very object the postnational al-Qaida terrorist net-
work and its confreres hold up as their target. (In the
Muslim world itself, the U.S. propaganda films about
American Muslim bliss and Radio Sawa’s blend of  Bush-
administration propaganda and pop music offer imme-
diate parodic examples of  the U.S. government’s sim-
plistic understanding of  their part of  the world.15) U.S.
students are finding that they do not have to reject pa-
triotic sentiment in order to critique the binary global
logic that has already demonstrated its own impossibil-
ity; but where to go from there? The conversation of
American Studies and postcolonial studies must provide
a method and an inspiration to our students or else
demonstrate the university classroom’s own irrelevance
or—a still worse possibility—render ineffective com-
mitted scholars and activist students. Timothy Brennan
has recently called for a reinvigoration of  postcolonial
studies and urged practitioners to focus on the relation-
ship of  culture to the capitalist system, to practice clar-
ity, and to make visible the unpayment and other sys-
temic acts of  violence by the state that cultural
production has rendered invisible.16 And if  the post-
colonial canon has become overly familiar on syllabi and
in journal publications, as Neil Lazarus has contended, a
refreshed examination of  the global flows of  peoples
and cultural production will help both American Studies
and postcolonial studies break out of  the fictitious bor-
ders they have been disciplined into and return to con-
cerns that have eluded both.17

I opened with the promise (a threat risked, following
Derrida) of  undisciplined interruption.18 When does
interdisciplinary work, the current championing of
which should give us pause, become a refusal to be dis-
ciplined and therefore socially risky?  The cutbacks and
hiring freezes that university humanities departments are
beginning to implement, after the bursting of  the eco-
nomic bubble that had seduced many of  us into think-
ing that ten percent annual returns were a safe bet,
makes crossing disciplinary lines seem all the more at-
tractive from a budgetary point of  view. And in the face
of  the overwhelming corporatization of  the university,
interdisciplinarity might even seem to be the campus
analog to globalization, where profit (cost cutting) is the
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motive for crossing borders, while making sure they
continue to exist on paper (and websites), and where
local resistance (departmental integrity) might seem the
appropriate response. However anachronistic the na-
tional literature programs—including “English”—may
at this point be, they may be maintained within the in-
terdisciplinarity I am urging as strategic essentialisms, to
co-opt and redirect a phrase of  Gayatri Spivak, even as
pedagogical tools.19 But only when they are marked by
truly comparative syllabi, reading lists, and scholarship
that highlight the inventedness of  the national literary
traditions and the ways in which they have buttressed
themselves against global flows of  peoples and resisted
the linguistic and epistemic challenges represented by
those flows.

The necessary analog and the approach informing my
statement is to be found in critical work on globaliza-
tion, where the nation is a “tolerated anachronism,” as
Donald Pease has put it.20 Pease, whose massive project
for a postnational(ist) American Studies has broken
much ground, alerts us to the theoretical intricacies of
the encounter. Pease argues that globalization (as an
economic and cultural system) and postcolonialism (it-
self  not singular) differ radically in their understanding
of  the nation’s change in status. Whereas postcolonial-
ism narrates resistance to transnational capital and fre-
quently critiques the nation as the state’s mystification,
sometimes offering new national narratives strategically,
globalization narrativizes the processes by which transna-
tional capital manages national populations, thereby ac-
commodating capital belatedly. This process reproduces
“the collective illusion that the state is an imaginative
correlate of  an individual’s desires,” that is, the world
she or he wants rather than a world imposed by the
state, and silently reclaims national narratives as instru-
ments of  state rule. We might wonder about the efflo-
rescence of  a colonial nostalgia within U.S. popular
culture during the 1990s—some major examples include
the Hollywood film versions of  The English Patient and
The Sheltering Sky, the J. Peterman clothing catalog with
its colonialist anecdotes and sketches, the sophisticated
urban clothing stores Banana Republic and Anthropolo-
gie, and the faux colonialist interiors of  chain stores
such as The Bombay Company and Ralph Lauren after
the 1990 Safari campaign—all of  them especially sen-
sual sites. Following Pease’s framework, we can under-
stand this nostalgia for a colonial encounter the U.S.
never had, in the wake of  the break up of  the Soviet
Union and the shift in the global economy, as a process
that helped establish the U.S. state and its major corpo-
rate apparati as global managers, accomplished by pro-
ducing and benefiting from sensual fictions of  the older
(colonial) order in which the imperial state was allied
with desire. In any case, for Pease, the postnational as

critical site offers a wedge against such processes and
names “the complex site wherein postcolonialism’s re-
sistance to global capital intersects with the questions the
global economy addresses to the state concerning the
nation’s continued role in its management.” Inspired by
the delineation of  this complex site, let us return to
campus and interdisciplinarity—we should henceforth
call it “postdisciplinarity.” We must be able to account
for the ways in which the political resistance and activ-
ism that animates many workers in American Studies
and postcolonial studies in their scholarship intersects
with the management of  those areas by literature de-
partments and disciplines in ways that are enfeebling.
This may be the place that what I’m calling postdiscipli-
narity diverges from the corporate university’s impulse
toward “interdisciplinarity”: the latter supports the tra-
ditional humanities departments and the apparati that
maintain their “integrity” (especially via tenure review,
which structurally privileges remaining within a field or
subfield), and by interdisciplinarity seeks merely to
spread those faculty resources thin to get maximum
value and mask the fact that temporary labor is doing
the lion’s share of  the teaching. To champion postdisci-
plinarity is surely not to dispense with academic rigor,
with deep knowledge of  an area or region, or with dis-
ciplinarily distinct approaches to a region or topic; in
fact, it’s to call for the impossible task for young schol-
ars to seek the depth of  a traditional area studies ap-
proach across multiple contexts.21 Before it is possible to
achieve that depth, not to consider national/disciplinary
borders, blockades, or even check points is crucial to
doing the work of  the post-9/11 moment. Even then,
and surely in the meantime, tactics are needed.

We are working during a moment of  emergency, or
more accurately, multiple moments—simultaneous and
yet radically disjoined from one another—multiple
emergencies. Urged by a sense of  emergency, and the
promise-threat of  the coming emergency that the post-
9/11 generation will pose, I propose interruption as a
critical tactic for literary studies. I mean various, related
tactics of  interruption: interrupting dominant accounts
of  texts with various suppressed or forgotten archives;
locating interruptions within literary texts (whether nar-
rative interruptions or the interruption of  “foreign”
languages and etymologies within the language of  the
text); locating the interruptions that certain occluded
texts when reintroduced cause to a national literature
(and the enabling fiction of  the national literature); in-
terrupting the presumption that national literatures and
cultures operate in a single, coherent language (this is
especially true and rich with regard to the Maghreb, one
of  my own areas of  research, and also resonates with
the movement to reconsider U.S. literatures in multiple
languages); and with reference to the concept of  global
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Englishes, interrupting the idea that the English in-
creasingly employed around the globe is firm evidence
of  the Americanization of  the world or that global
Englishes are transparent to Anglo-Americans (and
when they are not, that it is not evidence of  the “error”
or “improper” usage by those who are manipulating
English).22

Interruption as pedagogical tactic for American
Studies: what happens when Arab texts are allowed to
interrupt an “American literature” syllabus? Is ‘Abd al-
Rahman Munif ’s great trilogy Mudun al-Milh [Cities of
Salt]—a Tolstoyan epic published in the 1980s that rei-
magines the encounter of  American oil interests and
their scouts with the Arabian peninsula and the recrea-
tion of  the tribal villages and chieftains into what would
become the Gulf  states and a corrupt monarchy—a part
of  the U.S. literary tradition? If  one says, “Of  course
not! (Preposterous!)” is the answer based on the nation-
ality of  the writer (he lives in exile, his books banned in
Saudi Arabia), the language of  its composition (“Ameri-
can literature,” that constructed thing, must be in Eng-
lish, perhaps, but what about “literatures of  the U.S.,” a
phrase coming into prominence?), or the location of  its
composition (never a reliable marker)? And since literary
traditions are the things of  class syllabi and anthologies,
by which the state apparati and institutions render in-
visible the rupture between the demographic make up
of  those living within the national boundaries and the
idea of  the nation useful to the state,23 the interruption
performed by the inclusion in the “American literary
tradition” of  Munif ’s representation of  American proj-
ects and personalities is considerable.

A preposterous encounter, then, that of  American
Studies and postcolonial studies, from the start. But here
the preposterousness is enabling, rather than being the
stakes of  the debate. My adjoining of  pre- and post-
attempts to sidestep the critical impasse resulting from a
series of  debates about the applicability of  the term
“postcolonial” to American literature. I refer to the
hackles raised when Lawrence Buell claimed that Anglo-
American literature after the revolution of  1776 might
be thought of  as postcolonial and Anne McClintock’s
denial that the United States has yet undergone decolo-
nization.24 Prepostcolonial, then? (These are important
discussions, but we must not become mired in them.) By
highlighting the pre-post-erousness of  this critical en-
counter, I mean to move us away from the impulse to
encapsulate totalities and create neat periodizations of
and around the U.S. cultural experience and move to-
ward the multiple temporal registers and spatial ruptures
that Arjun Appadurai and others in the Public Culture
collective have taught us to see were always in operation
simultaneously in the U.S. and globally.25 “Preposterous-
ness” emphasizes the time lag at the center of  accounts

and representations of  U.S. imperial designs since the
late nineteenth century, and especially since 1941, and
attempts to redirect or unravel those manipulations via
critical interruptions such as those I’ve outlined above.26

(Employing the word surely does not mean that such a
critical encounter is “absurd,” by any means; rather that
it places itself  in opposition to the critical “common
sense” of  the time.) Seizing the force of  the preposter-
ous—I’ve always felt a powerful torque at the center of
the word—is itself  of  course yet another tactic by which
to interrupt and redirect dominant discussions about
“the American century.”

Following Casablanca
Perhaps the most influential representation of  U.S.

empire is the descriptive term “the American century,”
as Life magazine editor Henry Luce dubbed the century
and everything in it in 1941. Ten months before the
bombings at Pearl Harbor, Luce’s editorial for Life,
quickly published as a small book, was an argument for
support of  U.S. entry into World War II. For Luce, the
promulgation of  American “principles” was an impera-
tive America could not refuse: “America is responsible
to herself  as well as to history, for the world environ-
ment in which she lives. Nothing can so vitally affect
America’s environment as America’s own influence
upon it.”27 If  such an “environment” confused moral
with economic goals, what is intriguing about Luce’s
argument is his nomenclature. For Luce, U.S. isolation-
ism was not possible in the twentieth century; yet inter-
nationalism for Luce means that the world becomes
“our” world, an “American” world, an “American cen-
tury.”  The time-lag of  that phrase, the way that the
spatial remove of  other parts of  the globe are figured as
temporal—the century has a nationality placed on it—is
Luce’s own interruption, which is productive for his ar-
gument against those who would avoid or delay entry
into the war. This is repeated in Luce’s naming of  the
entire century some four decades in, an act that reaches
backwards temporally, just as his adjective reaches out-
ward geographically. Luce’s is an act of  such authorial
confidence that it recalls Gertrude Stein and her playful
yet cutting pronouncements from within the early 1930s
on which writers belonged to the nineteenth and twenti-
eth centuries, irrespective of  chronology. The temporal
and special manipulation of  Luce’s gesture—preposter-
ous in the usual sense of  the word, summoning more of
its power from Luce’s own institutional and economic
base than from his rhetorical interruption—is the tactic
by which he succeeds in promulgating his terminology
and its logic. The time lag is Luce’s space-clearing ges-
ture.28

A critical interruption of  the logic of  “The American
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Century” as it permeates outward through so much U.S.
rhetoric about, and cultural representations of, the in-
ternational space requires unhinging the easy assump-
tion of  American temporality as perquisite of  global
supremacy. In the case of  Luce’s essay, it is important to
note, the manipulation of  space via an American time is
understood as partially created by American cultural
production—and more largely by what Luce will call
“imagination.”29 And for Luce American cultural pro-
duction already was international before the American
people (as represented by the readers of  Life, his target
audience) were ready to engage, or “imagine,” the for-
eign and is thus summoned to justify the logic of  his
argument. Luce’s examples—American slang, jazz, Hol-
lywood film, and U.S. technology—reveal that by “in-
ternationalism” Luce means the export of  U.S. cultural
products rather than a mingling of  cultural forms; these
examples suggest the linguistic manipulation central to
his project (that the linguistic register, like the temporal
one, must be American). The second half  of  this essay
attempts to stage a critical interruption of  the com-
pounded logic of  the various manipulations of  “the
American century,” by which I now mean the logic of
an internationalism bound up in an exceptionalist un-
derstanding of  “America,” which applies as much to the
kind of  American Studies I have critiqued in the first
section of  this essay as it does to Luce. I will do so here
by reading a major and exemplary American representa-
tion of  the United States’ international role: Casablanca.
The interruption is staged in part by following the film
through an archive of  foreign responses that re-imagine
and creatively recode the American text.

The time lag of  geographic manipulation is central to
the 1942 war film Casablanca, a major text of  “the
American century,” one that might be said to enact it.30

When Rick asks, “Sam, if  it’s December 1941 in Casa-
blanca, what time is it in New York?” the time lag of  the
question, like that in Luce’s “American century,” is mo-
bilized as an argument for American engagement and
internationalism. The explicit point of  Rick’s rhetorical
question is that in retreating to Casablanca—a place
imagined here to be in a different temporal register—he
had meant to leave behind the world (“Of  all the gin
joints in all the towns in all the world, she walks into
mine,” he will say a couple of  lines later). And yet in
naming a specific and charged moment (December
1941, the month of  the Pearl Harbor bombings, roughly
a year prior to the film’s release) and given the widely
noted political parable of  the film, the implicit point of
Rick’s loaded question is that Americans abroad, such as
Rick, know already before the Pearl Harbor bombings
that the U.S. can no longer afford to be on a different
time zone from the rest of  the world—“I bet they’re
asleep in New York. I bet they’re asleep all over Amer-

ica,” Rick says after his rhetorical question—and must
engage immediately in the global conflict. But Rick’s
question also suggests that Pearl Harbor will reorganize
U.S. participation in the war and the world and reorient
the center of  both to an American time frame. It will be
an American century, in Luce’s sense.

Sam’s response to Rick’s question is to say, “My watch
stopped,” which is suggestive of  the conservative racial
politics of  this hypercanonical film, a film that masquer-
ades as liberal.31 In this context, Sam’s line provides a
vivid representation of  what Michael Hanchard has
called “racial time,” namely “the inequalities of  tempo-
rality that result from power relations between racially
dominant and subordinate groups.” Hanchard argues
that racial time has operated as a “structural effect upon
the politics of  racial difference” and is one of  the ways
that racial difference, the materiality of  which is elusive,
neither reified and static nor mere social construct, has
material effects on individual and group interaction.32

When coupled with Sam’s trademark song “As Time
Goes By” invoking the “fundamental things” against the
“speed and new invention” of  the present, a song that
he repeats on demand “again” and again, both the lyrics
and the repetition further identify him with temporal
stagnation. Here, performing at the center of  Rick’s
Café Américain, the expression of  racial time silently
places Sam in the imagined temporal register of  those
Moroccans who live in Casablanca, invisible within the
film. This is the very same register Rick was seeking in
his flight to Casablanca from a France associated with
Isla—the subsequent scene will be a Paris flashback se-
quence ending with Rick (and Sam) abandoned by Isla at
the train station under a big clock. If  Rick expected or
hoped that Casablanca would remain on a different
temporal register, however, both the “world” and Isla
have found him and made him redirect that temporal
register back toward Europe (and on the level of  the
political parable I discussed above, bring Casablanca
temporally into “the American century”). But the script
of  Casablanca will not permit Sam to move temporally,
and he remains on the old Casablanca time.33

The complex yet readily apparent ways in which Casa-
blanca brackets or suppresses concerns of  gender and
race—Ilsa’s infamous willingness to allow Rick to think
for the two of  them and Sam’s participation in what can
only be called the film’s slave economy via the subplot
of  whether he will or won’t consent to work at the Blue
Parrot for Signor Ferrari (Sydney Greenstreet) for dou-
ble the pay—is a way of  distracting viewers from a more
potent possibility repressed by the film. Namely, that
Sam as a racialized subject of  U.S. colonialism might
enter into a conversation with the colonized Moroccan
subjects who are relegated to the film’s background.
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Such conversations did in fact take place when African
American writers and artists such as Josephine Baker,
Claude McKay, and Jessie Fauset traveled to North Af-
rica in the 1920s and 1930s and were well known via
Fauset’s articles on Algiers for The Crisis in 1925,
McKay’s autobiography A Long Way From Home (1937),
and suggested by Baker’s film Princesse Tam-Tam (1935),
shot in Tunisia. More immediately, the interest that Afri-
can Americans had in the war in Africa had been sug-
gested by left-leaning African American journals and
press, such as The Negro Quarterly, in the early 1940s.34

Such a confederation might have exposed or made more
visible by compounding the various hypocrisies of  “the
good war,” specifically the segregation of  U.S. troops
and the alliance of  the U.S. with the French colonial
bureaucracy in North Africa even while the U.S. spread
propaganda in North Africa describing the Four Free-
doms and the Atlantic Charter.35 The potential for such
a diasporic confederation of  African American and
North African haunts Casablanca and emerges even
while it is apparently suppressed by the time lag of
Rick’s question and the racial time of  Sam’s response.

“Casablanca” names the peculiar collusion of  U.S.
cultural production and post-1941, postcolonial foreign
relations, a major and precise moment when U.S. texts
become worldly in a new way.  It is, no less, a word that
Warner Brothers thought they held a copyright on and,
in an extreme version of  representation-as-ownership,
went so far as to claim as much in 1946 when the Marx
Brothers were filming A Night in Casablanca.36 We are
less shocked by that claim—shocked!—when we con-
sider that from a marketing point of  view, Warner
Brothers itself  had early on sought to confuse its own
corporate interests with geopolitics.37 The surprise
landing of  the U.S. Armed Forces at Casablanca (and
elsewhere on the Moroccan and Algerian coast) on 8
November 1942, the initial operation of  the North Afri-
can campaign, and the media it occasioned, was the
catalyst for Warner Brothers to speed up production of
their film and reschedule its premiere several months
early—Thanksgiving 1942—to take advantage of  the
shifting war coverage. The ad campaign celebrated War-
ner Brothers’ “split-second timing,” in yet another mo-
ment when geographic space clearing was named as
temporal break. The same ad boasted “the Army’s Got
Casablanca – and So Have Warner Bros!” under a photo-
graph of  a stopwatch.38 And while the film enjoyed a
successful general release in January 1943, defining the
word “Casablanca” in American terms for millions of
cinemagoers, Franklin Roosevelt was in Morocco for the
Casablanca Conference, meeting on the side with Sultan
Mohammed V, who represented a people still and
throughout the war under a French-administered Pro-
tectorate. That meeting, according to the late Sultan’s

son, King Hassan II, who himself  ruled Morocco from
1961 until his death in 1999, was a particular inspiration
for the independence movement. (Indeed, in 1943, a
Moroccan organization calling itself  the Roosevelt Club
was founded to help Moroccan political elite meet sen-
ior members of  the U.S. military and was active after
WWII in the independence struggle.)39 According to
Hassan, who was then a fourteen-year-old prince héritier,
Roosevelt as much as promised his father that collabo-
ration with the Allied effort would have dividends.
“Sire,” F.D.R. reportedly told Mohammed V in 1943,
“given the effort which Morocco—in so far as it is a
protectorate—has agreed to give to defend the cause of
peace, I can assure you that ten years from now your
country will be independent.”40

What seems clear now is the ways in which Roose-
velt’s implicit deal sets the stage for the postcolonial
relations between Morocco and the U.S., shifting the
paradigm of  global power from the colonial model gen-
erally accepted in 1943 to something different. That
Roosevelt does so while employing a familiar invocation
of  “racial time”—the injunction by the dominant group
for the subordinate group to wait for one’s rights, where
FDR’s grandiloquent promise of  independence in a
decade is also a deferral of  the immediacy of  the Mo-
roccan claim—suggests the continuity of  colonial ways
of  addressing the African that will persist in the post-
colonial period. Prior to the November 1942 landings, in
classified reports, U.S. intelligence services had predicted
that after the war the Moroccan sultan would be ready
“to throw himself  in the arms of  Mr. Roosevelt. Pro-
vided Mr. Roosevelt will accept him and his country.”41

The point is not only that the Office of  Strategic Serv-
ices (OSS) was investigating such matters, but also that it
understood national protection to be the stakes of
global domination, while FDR was already imagining
postcolonial forms of  patronage. Similarly, as William
Hoisington has shown, Resident-General Charles
Noguès was concerned that anti-French sentiment
among Moroccans left the field open for the establish-
ment of  a U.S. protectorate.

What Casablanca the film renders invisible is the way
in which the strategic alliance of  the United States and
the French regime that controlled the colonies in North
Africa—criticized by left leaning journalists during the
war; justified by historian William Langer in 1947 as
“Our Vichy Gamble”; yet named within Casablanca itself
as “the beginning of  a beautiful friendship”—was not
only expeditious for war goals, but also redefines the
meaning of  the war and the postwar settlement itself.42

Post-WWII articles in the U.S. popular press that re-
ported on the return of  ex-GIs to North Africa estab-
lishing businesses that would sell the products intro-
duced to the local population during the North African
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campaign of  1942-43 furnished such a redefinition ex-
plicitly. Under titles such as “Young Man, Go to Casa-
blanca” and “We’re Invading North Africa Again,” the
popular press redefined the earlier military campaign in
corporate terms, now mobilized within cold war inter-
ests: the development of  “underdeveloped regions” un-
der Truman’s Point Four program.43

Although Casablanca (the film) is an especially tempt-
ing site for tracing a dialectical relationship between
cultural production and foreign relations, for reasons
I’ve begun to suggest, I don’t want to take for granted
an easy relationship between cinematic text (including its
marketing and reception, even in the case of  this mas-
sively popular and influential film) and U.S. foreign and
economic policy. Much work in American Studies leaves
underexamined the supposed dialectical relationship
between cultural production and what is called the po-
litical, whereby literary and cinematic texts either reflect
the ideology of  a period, or they help to inform it even
while being informed by it. As an alternative, then, and
as a parry in staging the encounter of  American Studies
and the postcolonial that I have described in the first
section of  this essay, let me outline some critical inter-
ruptions in reading Casablanca that might get us beyond
such an impasse. First is to extend the critical interrup-
tion I’ve begun to develop above: paying attention to the
only named “Moroccan” character in the film, “Abdul”
the doorman (Dan Seymour), and the ways in which
Sam and Abdul are not in conversation—in other words
the diasporic confederation that isn’t allowed to form
and the resulting invisibility of  contacts and connections
between African Americans and North Africans before
and during WWII. To do this fully involves a close
reading of  certain scenes in the film, which I don’t have
the space to develop here, and archival work that pur-
sues the historical connections and contacts that did
occur between these populations.44 A second set of  in-
terruptions plays out some of  the postdisciplinary work
I have called for, moving beyond the linguistic and na-
tional boundaries to which American Studies work gen-
erally restricts itself. To do so is to follow the significant
presence of  Casablanca—a film made in a Warner Broth-
ers lot, one whose screenplay erroneously places the
coastal city of  Casablanca in the desert (despite the map
in the opening sequence) and employs no Moroccan
characters, language, or actors—in Morocco itself.

Though anyone who has been to Casablanca would
recognize the 1942 film’s ignorance of  specificities of
the place, reproductions of  the film’s poster grace cine-
mas and cafés across Morocco.45 In the large hall of  the
Cinéma Renaissance, on the Avenue Mohammed V in
the capital Rabat, one watches projected films through
the parentheses of  two giant wall paintings: a towering
reproduction of  the Casablanca poster on one wall and,

on the facing wall, an image of  the poster from Josef
von Sternberg’s Morocco (1930), another film shot en-
tirely in California. Whether the film being projected is
from Hollywood, Morocco, or Egypt (the three most
likely provenances for films screened at the Renaissance,
with the lion’s share from Hollywood), the location of
the cinema theater itself  is marked as Moroccan, and
Moroccan cinema might in turn seem to be marked as
originating with these two Hollywood inventions of  the
place.46 But rather than understanding the frequent re-
minders of  Casablanca in Morocco as a culturally inse-
cure search for external validation of  the country’s place
in (cinema) history further evidence of  Hollywood’s
hegemony we might begin to see Moroccan representa-
tions of  Casablanca as critical interruptions in a variety of
contexts. References to Casablanca and Morocco allow
Moroccan cultural producers to refer to the classic pe-
riod of  cinema—which corresponds to the height of
French colonial control of  Morocco (1912-56)—with-
out reference to the French and their own powerful rep-
resentations of  Moroccan culture.47  In this sense, Hol-
lywood representations of  those years are obvious and
distant fantasies and offer a less threatening site than
those more elaborate and proximal French representa-
tions of  Moroccan reality—in literature, history, anthro-
pology, etc.—that Abdallah Laroui so trenchantly cri-
tiqued in his revisionist History of  the Maghrib.48 Paying
attention to Moroccan responses to Casablanca is thus a
fruitful site for students of  postcolonial Moroccan cul-
tural production because it triangulates the postcolonial
Moroccan response to the powerful French legacy, and
is its fuller context. Those responses affirm that post-
colonial Moroccan cultural production—francophone
or arabophone—from the start is operating in a global
context in which the U.S. is deeply present as a liberating
alternative and, simultaneously, as a new form of  domi-
nation. If  after leaving the Cinéma Renaissance, you
travel south on Mohammed V, passing Rue Patrice Lu-
mumba, you’ll eventually come to Avenue Franklin Roo-
sevelt.

In the context of  American Studies, cultural studies,
and film and media studies, Moroccan representations
of  Casablanca interrupt both Western criticism of  Casa-
blanca and, more generally, a tacit sense of  the overde-
termined relationship of  American representations of
the foreign to the actual foreign (in this case, of  Casa-
blanca to Casablanca).49 Attending to Moroccan repre-
sentations of  Casablanca disrupts the operating liberal
assumption within much of  American Studies and film
studies work that the export of  U.S. cultural production,
especially popular culture, is unidirectional, unchal-
lenged, and fully legible. I will confine the remainder of
this essay to this particular set of  critical interruptions.
In what follows, to be clear, I will not be suggesting that
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Moroccan recodings of  Casablanca are acts of  cultural
resistance. As Brian Larkin has pointed out, addressing
African studies and media studies, “concepts of  resis-
tance…often depend on a reductive binary distinction
between oppression and resistance. The effect of  this is
that phenomena that cannot be neatly organized within
that binary distinction then fall out of  view.”50 In his
article, Larkin discusses the popularity of  Bombay Hindi
films in northern Nigeria in the 1990s and the influence
of  Indiana cinema on the very popular and controversial
Hausa littatafan soyayya [love stories], a pamphlet-type
market literature. In so doing, he highlights the circula-
tion of  media within and between non-Western coun-
tries and how such media flows disrupt “the dichoto-
mies between West and non-West, coloniser and
colonised, modernity and tradition,” instead creating
what he calls “parallel modernities.” This is Larkin’s in-
terruption of  academic accounts of  transnational media
flows that assume a Western provenance for all media
that circulates transnationally, an assumption that Larkin
argues necessarily deprivileges those modernities that do
not fit the model (Larkin’s project is in this sense akin to
Hanchard’s elaboration of  “Afro-Modernity” discussed
above), and tends to ignore texts that do not fit their
disciplinary models as well as the practices of  actual
audiences. While the case I am discussing involves Mo-
roccan engagement with a Western cultural import—a
particular American film—and not Moroccan popular
interest in non-Western media forms and products (an
important part of  a larger understanding of  Maghrebi
popular culture), I refer to Larkin’s discussion to empha-
size the ways in which accounts of  parallel modernities
may productively upset a dichotomous and dichoto-
mizing understanding of  transnational cultural flows.
Following Casablanca to Casablanca, Casablanca takes on
and sheds a variety of  meanings, sometimes standing as
alternative to French representations of  Morocco
thereby triangulating the references of  postcolonial
cultural production, sometimes as a synecdoche for
American fantasies of  the Maghreb (or Western fanta-
sies in general), then again recoded as canonical film text
in order to buttress a new vision of  Moroccan contem-
porary society.

The cover illustration for a book by one of  the most
prolific Moroccan film scholars, Moulay Driss Jaïdi, is a
starting point, perhaps an idiosyncratic one. On the
cover of  Jaïdi’s Public(s) et Cinéma, published in Rabat, a
Casablanca film poster (in its French incarnation) domi-
nates the page, somewhat confusingly, however, since
the work itself  is a detailed sociological study of  audi-
ence makeup and attitudes toward cinema going among
different demographic groups in the Moroccan city.51

The relationship of  the cover image to Jaïdi’s book
would appear to be that the audiences surveyed in the

book itself  were drawn from the city of  Casablanca. But
the shorthand of  quoting Casablanca to refer simultane-
ously to cinema and to Casa, as Moroccans call the city
(or Dar al-Baida, as it is known in Arabic), announces
Jaïdi’s subtle interruption of  the film’s lack of  attention
to the particularity of  the city itself. The careful and
elaborate attention paid in Jaïdi’s book to Casablanca as
cinematic city, as a city of  cinema going, with its charts
and careful distinctions between which groups in Casa-
blanca watch which foreign films and which watch Mo-
roccan films, seems to run against the complete lack of
Moroccan particularity signified by Casablanca. One
wonders: does the careful attention to Casablancan cin-
ema-goers in the book itself  silently critique the lack of
attention to Moroccans at all in Casablanca?

If  the choice of  an image for Jaïdi’s cover further
suggests some anxiety about Casablanca’s power to de-
fine contemporary Casa to the rest of  the world, those
who live in Morocco and have any contact with the
tourism industry—the largest or second largest source
of  foreign income in the 1980s and 90s—are well aware
of  the Western-created fantasies that most international
tourists (at least those from Europe, the U.S., Australia,
New Zealand, and Japan) bring with them.52 Rather than
resist these stereotypes, the Moroccan tourism industry
has generally adopted the strategy of  performing the
stereotypes and profiting off  the performance.53 By
countless accounts in U.S. and European newspapers,
business travelers and tourists from around the world
come to Casa looking for Casablanca, only to be frus-
trated. Sometime in the mid-1980s, the Casablanca
Hyatt Regency decided to profit from that frustration,
and opened “Bar Casablanca,” a piano bar that loosely
recreates the ambiance of  the film and is decorated with
film stills and poster reproductions from Casablanca and
staffed by Moroccans wearing Bogartesque trench coats
and fedoras and 1940s French colonial uniforms.54 A
piano player plays the obvious song on request. Not
only does the bar profit from the foreign business trav-
elers who come looking for “Rick’s Café Américain”
from the film, satisfying the need they have—and will
satisfy nowhere else in the city—to find “the real” be-
hind the fiction, but the staffing of  the bar also inter-
rupts, retroactively, and recodes the film itself. This is
partially done by satirizing Warner Brothers’ casting;
here Moroccans play all the roles. If  Moroccans play
Bogart, they also play the roles of  Renault and the
French police; the pianist has been a Lebanese, an
Egyptian, and an African American, at various times and
for various tenures. And as I’ve suggested above, Warner
Bros.’ refusal to pay attention to the Moroccan popula-
tion either in plot or casting is the aversion of  a danger-
ous alliance in the film, one not addressed in the huge
body of  film criticism on Casablanca, which has the ef-
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fect of  silencing by erasing from the historical archive
the alliance of  African American with North African.55

Bar Casablanca, in which the piano player is the focal
point, doesn’t let us forget that alliance. Here in Bar
Casablanca the frequent repetition of  the song “As
Time Goes By,” rather than an example of  postmodern
timelessness and placelessness, is the Moroccan site’s
continual interruption of  the filmic meaning of  the
song where it signified Sam’s inability to dispense with
racial time. It is made here newly dynamic.

The further interruption of  the Bar Casablanca is that
it relocates the site represented by Casablanca from a U.S.
narrative of  WWII imagined from afar (or, alternatively,
depending on one’s position, from the nether world of
Hollywood nostalgia) to the geographically located,
postcolonial Casablanca. This happens daily when tour-
ists and visitors enter the bar and is further propagated
by occasional travel articles in the foreign press and by
foreign travel guidebooks. Occasionally, Bar Casablanca
reaches out itself: in November 1992, on the fiftieth
anniversary of  the film (and of  the Operation Torch
landings), the Casablanca Hyatt held a large party, flying
from London the winner of  a trivia contest, and further
identifying itself  as the “real” location of  the film. The
Moroccan tourism industry, which after the 1991 Gulf
War dropped off  precipitously and remained low for
several years despite the fact that Moroccan troops
joined the U.S.-led alliance against Iraq, itself  knows that
such identification is important. As Abderrahim Daoudi,
Casablanca’s then-director of  tourism, said in 1992:
“There’s no similarity; the movie was filmed entirely in a
studio. But it had an enormous impact. Every day,
somewhere in the world, it’s shown…. It’s an excellent
publicity ad.” 56 A decade later, a Moroccan beer com-
pany is latching onto the mystique with Casablanca
Beer; its motto: “the legendary beer from the legendary
city.” Casa itself  was not of  course legendary before
1942; it is an elaborate French construction of  the early
twentieth century, as Gwendolyn Wright has shown, and
made “legendary” by the American film.57 The Moroc-
can beer company invents a tradition by piggybacking
on an American one.

If  Bar Casablanca relocates Casablanca to Casablanca,
the Moroccan critical interruption is yet more complex
when ‘Abd al-Qader Laqt‘a brings the Bar Casablanca
into his feature-length film, al-Hubb fi al-Dar al-Baida
(Love in Casablanca).58 In an important scene, Laqt‘a
invokes the 1942 film and reorients its plot and power
for his own purposes. His critical interruption of  the
Hollywood film reveals its presence in postcolonial Mo-
roccan filmmaking and the ways in which a Moroccan
director can disorient an American understanding of
Casablanca. It is in this latter regard a major creative re-
coding of  a major work of  American culture, yet one

that is virtually unknown in the U.S., including in film
studies and cultural studies discussions of  Casablanca.
Yet Laqt‘a is ultimately not (primarily) interested in in-
terrupting American understandings of  the film, though
my discussion of  his film in this essay implicates him in
that process. I’m not suggesting that Laqt‘a doesn’t have
extra-Moroccan aspirations for his films; indeed a recent
film of  his has been shown in a couple of  international
film festivals. But in Al-Hubb fi al-Dar al-Baida, his first
feature length film, Laqt‘a incorporates Casablanca within
a film directed at a Moroccan audience. His recoding of
Casablanca is in the creative service of  an argument
about contemporary Moroccan culture.

Part of  the local (i.e. national) dimensions of  Laqt‘a’s
project here emerges from the mechanics of  distribu-
tion of  Moroccan film. Laqt‘a’s choice to make the film
in the Moroccan dialect of  Arabic inhibits it from “trav-
eling” fluently across the Arab world, on the one hand,
or to Europe on the other.59 Egyptian Arabic, con-
versely, travels much more easily across the Arab world
and the Arab diaspora; Laqt‘a might also have made the
film in French had he been primarily interested in dis-
rupting Western imagination of  Casablanca.  Al-Hubb fi
al-Dar al-Baida is not officially distributed outside of
Morocco. Though it is well known in Morocco, it isn’t
readily available inside the country due to the ways in
which Moroccan video clubs and film distribution out-
lets operate; it is much easier to purchase a Hong Kong
action film, an Egyptian film, or a dubbed copy of  an
American film in a Moroccan video store than a copy of
a Moroccan film. Al-Hubb fi al-Dar al-Baida occasionally
plays on 2M, a Moroccan television station. The copy of
the film I viewed was a duplication of  a duplication of  a
tape made from Moroccan television. Still, circulating in
such fashion and via its repeated showings on 2M, the
film exhibits a significant presence in the media culture
of  Morocco.

In the film, Seloua (Mouna Fettou) is a young woman
caught between two men. Trying to extricate herself
from an affair with an older lover, Jalil, she becomes
involved with a young photographer, Najib. In one of
the many scenes filmed in readily recognizable Casa-
blanca locations, Seloua and Najib walk into the Bar
Casablanca and sit down to have a drink. The camera
focuses on a poster from Casablanca hanging on the wall,
then pans down to the couple. Najib asks Seloua if  she’s
seen the film; Seloua says no. Najib recounts the film’s
basic plot, but in a way that serves both Najib’s pur-
poses and al-Hubb fi al-Dar al-Baida’s concerns. “It’s a bit
old, from about the 50s,” Najib says, speaking in Mo-
roccan darija (colloquial Moroccan Arabic), clearing
space for his own version of  the American film via a
temporal displacement, relocating the Hollywood film
by a decade.60 He’s seen it in a ciné-club, he says, a
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comment which naturalizes the fact of  viewing the
American film as something typically Moroccan. “It’s
the story of  a woman who loves two men,” Najib says.
Seloua looks down, feeling the immediacy and relevance
of  the plot to her own situation. “She finds herself  in a
dilemma,” Najib goes on, “whether to go back to her
husband or with her lover.” Seloua, bothered, embar-
rassed, and intrigued, suggests taking a closer look at the
film stills mounted on the wall. The camera cuts to film
stills posted on the wall, lingers over them, and then
cuts back to a shot of  the couple approaching the pho-
tographs. The film thus distinguishes its own relation-
ship to Casablanca from that of  the characters in the
scene; Casablanca is being used doubly. That Najib’s un-
familiar synopsis of  the film is idiosyncratic and re-
volves around his own interests is confirmed by the stills
on the wall, which include a portrait of  Humphrey Bo-
gart and Ingrid Bergman as Rick and Ilsa and represen-
tations of  a couple of  other scenes, but which don’t
depict Victor Laszlo (Paul Henreid), Ilsa’s husband in
Casablanca. “A shame,” Najib says, turning the lack of  a
still of  Laszlo to his advantage, “that the husband isn’t
here.” Seloua asks about the resolution of  the woman’s
problem. “In the American cinema,” Najib explains by
way of  an answer, “the woman goes back to her hus-
band, rather than follow her lover. The cinema has to
preserve traditions in order to avoid problems with the
censor.” He steps away to see if  he can get the piano
player to perform music from the film, and Seloua re-
gards the stills alone. As she focuses her attention on a
headshot of  Bogart, she hallucinates and imagines the
visage of  Jalil peering between the photos, as if  re-
flected in the glass from a position behind her. Startled,
she glances over her shoulder; seeing no one, she looks
back at the photos. Again, Jalil’s face appears. Visually,
Jalil’s face overlaps Rick’s (Bogart’s), and the viewer is
presented with a palimpsest of  images from al-Hubb fi
al-Dar al-Baida and Casablanca, where the older film is the
background upon which the Moroccan film plays. This
visual palimpsest figures and orders the narrative pal-
impsest that Laqt‘a’s dialogue stages.

If  the story told in al-Hubb fi al-Dar al-Baida about
Casablanca seems a misreading of  the American film, it is
clearly a productive one for Laqt‘a. In this, the director’s
first feature length film, the older film is summoned up
as support for the director’s plot and his daring and
controversial representation of  a sexually liberated
young Moroccan woman. That Laqt‘a brings Casablanca
into his own film might suggest his own sense of  belat-
edness, or an anxiety of  influence in making a film set in
Casablanca after Casablanca. If  so, we might see Laqt‘a as
responding to that anxiety productively through an act
of  creative misprision, with the visual palimpsest of
Jalil’s and Rick’s faces representing dramatically a textual

haunting. Whether or not we accept a psychoanalytic
anxiety of  influence, however, or imagine a different
paradigm of  quoting/recoding, Laqt‘a’s retelling of
Casablanca is a significant creative act. It is clear in
Laqt‘a’s recoding of  Casablanca, which recasts the
American film as pertaining to an older and outdated
cultural moment, that the local and contemporary refer-
ent is the more immediate concern. In this sense, in the
creative imagination of  the film, al-Hubb fi al-Dar al-
Baida pertains to a dynamic and modern Moroccan cul-
ture and Casablanca to an American one stuck in mori-
bund traditions.  Moroccan audiences who view Casa-
blanca after al-Hubb al-Dar al-Baida, or who visit Bar
Casablanca for that matter, cannot help but view the
earlier text(s) through the lens of  the later film. This
itself  is a key interruption of  both Moroccan and
American national narratives and rewrites contemporary
Morocco as young, vibrant, and modern, and the U.S. as
antiquated and outmoded.

Laqt‘a and his films have been controversial within
Morocco because of  their frank treatment of  sexuality
and their uncompromising look at the less appealing
side of  Casablanca life. Casablanca—his version of  Casa-
blanca— lends Laqt‘a narrative authority to make his
controversial films about Casablanca, both because of
the American film’s international cultural capital and
Laqt‘a’s own ability to manipulate its plot/meaning.61

Further, the American film provides him with a defense
for refusing to conform to Moroccan cultural traditions,
in a manipulation that is yet a further interruption of
American accounts of  American culture. When Najib
tells Seloua that the happy resolution of  Casablanca is
forbidden by American cinema’s requirement to stick
within “traditions” else be censored, he both recounts a
truth about U.S. cinema from its classic period and inter-
rupts American accounts of  the U.S. as liberal and mod-
ern. Najib employs the word taqalid, a word that trans-
lates as “mores” or “traditions,” and one that implies
“blind adoption, unquestioning following.”62 It is of
course well known in the U.S. that Hollywood has al-
ways operated under various production codes, particu-
larly enforced during WWII.63 But in this scene of  al-
Hubb fi al-Dar al-Baida, the image presented of  American
cinema is of  an institution bound blindly to “tradition,”
and of  a country that censors that which errs from con-
servative morality. American society and cinema is
imagined in the dialogue as more conservative than that
of  contemporary Morocco, a place where such a film
might be made. American self-presentation in the inter-
national scene, particularly in comparison to a Muslim
Arab country, is surely bucked by this marvelous scene.
And because I insist on incorporating Laqt‘a’s text into
American cultural and film studies accounts of  Casa-
blanca and of  American Studies accounts of  U.S. cultural
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production that represents the foreign, Laqt‘a’s inter-
ruption of  Casablanca becomes an interruption of
American exceptionalism, both as national narrative and
academic practice. American exceptionalism, as I have
been arguing, is itself  another name for American
Studies until it has had its preposterous encounter with
the postcolonial.

The End of  the Beginning
The danger of  bringing a globalized American Stud-

ies into the postcolonial studies conversation is that the
latter will be colonized by the former, in a way that mir-
rors the neocolonial apparatus of  U.S. empire and that
will further limit attention to local languages and pe-
ripheral cultural formations that challenge the nation
form buttressed silently within globalization. Jenny
Sharpe, whom I invoked at the start of  this essay, enun-
ciates the problem: “Although characterizing America as
‘postcolonial’ is intended to displace the cen-
ter/periphery binarism belonging to colonial systems of
meaning, its effect has been to reconstitute the margins
in the metropolitan center.”64 C. Richard King, survey-
ing the rejection of  the inclusion of  the U.S. in post-
colonial studies by certain eminent critics, calls for a
strategic and provisional usage of  the terminology and
theories of  postcoloniality, one that doesn’t abandon the
“uneasiness associated with theorizing and examining
postcoloniality in American culture.”65 While I am in
agreement with both of  these critics, I hope it is also
clear that I am not suggesting that the U.S. is “postcolo-
nial” at all; rather that it participates deeply in the post-
colonial context. The comparative, interdisciplinary
work I am suggesting is of  course difficult, but in its
absence U.S.-based scholars who bring together post-
colonial studies and American Studies can only repeat
the nationalist logic of  the early cold war period and, I
believe, fall into the traps to which King and Sharpe
alert us.

The preposterousness of  the U.S. in postcolonial
studies is a recognition that in the post-1941 period
there are simultaneous impulses on the part of  U.S.
cultural producers and members of  the state department
and government apparatus toward an affinity with de-
colonizing nations based on a shared sense of  freedom
from former colonial domination (no doubt learned
through the major texts of  the nineteenth century, such
as Emerson, Thoreau, and Whitman, which exhibit a
tension with European literature and cultural forms) and
the strong impulse toward neocolonial domination,
repetition-with-a-difference of  the European colonial
empire. It is important to keep the pre- (which is also a
neo-) and the post- simultaneously in mind here in order
not to fall into the trap of  proclaiming an exceptionalist

U.S. form of  imperialism (except that all historical cases
and trajectories are exceptional in some way). Critical
preposterousness, in this case, allows us to move toward
an engagement with the institutions that the current
state of  emergency requires of  us. And before you write
off  such a project as preposterous, let me remind you
that the antonym to “preposterous” Microsoft Word 7.0
provides—disciplined again by the right click button so
near at hand––is “sensible.” Will interruption and criti-
cal preposterousness allow us to escape the “common
sense” of  our moment?

NOTES
Some of  the ideas presented in the first section of  this es-

say were worked through in talks delivered during 2002 at
Columbia University, UC Berkeley, a Northwestern School of
Communication summer institute on media and globalization,
and the MLA meeting in New York. I’d like to thank Jonathan
Arac, David Damrosch, Dilip Gaonkar, Jay Grossman,
Dorothy Hale, Eric Naiman, Harsha Ram, and Gayatri Spivak
for invitations to speak and/or thought provoking questions
and comments. My gratitude to Kate Baldwin, Brian Larkin,
Sadik Rddad, and the journal’s outside reader for helpful
comments on the essay. I am grateful to Rebecca Saunders for
her detailed and thoughtful editorial comments and sugges-
tions.
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